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1. INTRODUCTION 
In his paper [14], A. Wagner showed that every finite afline plane with 
a line transitive collineation group is a translation pla e. On the other 
hand there are many examples oflinie affine planes with point ransitive 
collineation groups which are not translation pla es. Hence the hypothesis 
of line transitivity cannot be replaced by point transitivity. However, all the 
known finite afline planes with point primitive collineation gr ups are 
translation pla es. In fact, itis known that point primitivity is sufficient for 
an afline plane of even order to be a translation pla e. (See [8, Lemmas 15.1 
and 15.31.) Furthermore a result ofKeiser shows that every affine plane 
admitting a point primitive collineation group which contains a nontrivial 
perspectivity s a translation pla e. (See [11; 8, Corollary 15.1.1 I.)
The purpose of this paper is to settle this problem and prove the 
following. 
THEOREM 1. A finite affine plane with aprimitive collineation groupis a
translation plane. 
We note that he problem was proposed byW. M. Kantor in [9, p. 180, 
“Open problems”]. At the same time he pointed out that his theorem on
primitive permutation groups [lo] might be important to solving it. 
In Section 3 we reduce the proof of our theorem toa situation, where we 
can assume that he order n is odd and that he primitive collineation 
group is anormal extension of a nonabelian simple group, say G. From the 
classification of the finite simple groups, G is isomorphic to an alternating 
group Alt(k), a group of Lie type G(q) of characteristic p, or a sporadic 
simple group (cf. [6]). 
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In Section 4 we deal with the case where GN G(q). By Ostrom-Wagner’s 
result ontransitive affine planes (cf. [S, Theorem 4.3]), [G: G,] = n2 and 
n 1 [GoI for each affrne point X and each point Q on the line at infinity. 
Then Kantor’s results [lo], together with “p-primitive divisor” a guments 
give information about maxial subgroups containing G,.This rules out 
most possibilities for G. 
In Section 5 we consider the case G‘v Alt(k). Applying Kantor’s results 
again, weobtain a contradiction. 
In Section 6 the case where G is a sporadic group is eliminated by a
standard argument ofpermutation groups. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let rc =n(P,9) be an affine plane of order n and denote by I, the line 
at infinity. The unique line joining two different points P,Q E 9 is denoted 
by PQ and the unique point incident wi h two different li es 1,g E 9 by 
1 ng. A line Iis sometimes identified w ththe set of points on1. Let S be 
a nonempty set of collineations of 7~. Then any element ofS is often viewed 
as a collineation of the projective plane rc* associated with 7~ (cf. [7]). 
Define P(S) to be the fixed structure consisting of all elements of rc* fixed 
by S. Let G be a collineation group of rc and .d a subset of9 or 9. Then 
G,, = { gE GI X” = X for each XE &} is the elementwise stabilizer and 
G(d) = {g E G 1 dR = J$} is the global stabilizer. Denote by SC the set of 
all G-conjugates of S and by SC n H the set of all elements of S” contained 
in a subgroup H of G. Further N,(H) or C,(H) is the normalizer or 
centralizer of H in G, respectively. For subgroups X and Y of G, set 
[X, Y] = (x-‘y-‘xyylxEX, Y  Y). 
To prove our theorem weuse some results on afline planes, permutation 
groups, orsimple groups of Lie type, which are contained in [8], [15], or 
[3], respectively. Throughout the paper all sets are assumed to be finite. 
We now prove some preliminary lemmas to be used in later sections. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let G he a transitive collineation gr up of a finite affine 
plane ~(9, 9) of order nand set H = G, for some P E 9. Then the following 
hold. 
(i) For any nonempty subset X of H, 
IN,(X)1 x IX’ n HI = IHI x IF(X) n 9’1. 
(ii) For any element z of G, define Z(z) = ICI xIH(/IC,(z)(‘. If z is 
either a Baer collineation or a ontrivial perspectivity which as more than 
one,fixed point, hen J’?@ is a positive integer. 
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ProoJ: Set Y = {(Q, Y)) YE XG, Q E F( Y) n 9’). By counting the 
number of elements ofY in two ways we have IG : H( x IX’ n HJ = 
IG : NG(X)I x IF(X) n 91. Hence (i) holds. 
Under the hypothesis of (ii) the number of fixed points of z on 9 is 
exactly n. Applying (i), IC,(z)( I x Jz’ nHI = IH] xJm. Hence 
IzG n HI 2 = IGI xIHI// C,(z)] 2 E N. Here N is the set of all positive ntegers. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let ~(9, 9) he an affine plane of odd order n and S its 
collineation gr up of order 2” for some m E N. Suppose “A$ N. Then, 
either S contains a nontrivial perspectivity or ISI I2(& - 1 )3. 
Proof Since n is odd, B(S) n 9 # a. Let P E F(S) n 9 and assume 
that Scontains no perspectivities. Then the fixed structure of each involu- 
tion of S is a subplane ofrc* of order & by Baer’s theorem (cf. [ 8, 
Theorem 4.41). Inparticular II, I=n + 1 = (&)’ + 1 5 2 (mod 4). Hence, 
there is an S-invariant subset n of 1, such that j/11 = 2. Put T= S,. Then 
[S : T] d 2 and so SC- T. If T = 1, the assertion s bvious. Assume T# 1 
and let zbe an involution in Z(S) n T, where Z(S) is the center ofS. Put 
r= F(z), KE S,( d T) and denote by Sr the restriction of S on r. Then 
Sr= S/K. As K acts semiregularly on the points I, - 1, n r, 
IKIln-&r=&(J;I-1). Hence IKI ) & - 1. If Sr = 1, then the asser- 
tion is obvious and so assume Sr # 1. As “&$ N, each involution n Sr 
is a perspectivity of r. Therefore Tr (N T/K) acts emiregularly on 
l-n 9 - (PQ u QR u RP), where n= {Q, R}, and hence ITr( I (fi - 1)‘. 
Thus ISI=IS:T~X~T:K~X~K(I~(&-~)~. 
Let G be a simple group of Lie type associated with aroot system A and 
B a Bore1 subgroup ofG. Denote by C the set of fundamental roots of A. 
Throughout the paper the Dynkin diagram ofA will be labeled as follows: 
A, - . . . - B, - . . . . . w-0 I 2 /- I / I 2 I-1 I 
I- 1 
Cl w . . . . . . o- D, - . . . . 1 2 I-l / 1 2 
;:: I 
Eb Cl 0 E, 0 0 
1 3 4 5 6 1 3 4 5 6 7 
2 2 
E* c- 0 
I 3 4 s b 7 8 
2 
F4 -=- 
1 2 3 4 G, EEEGO 
I 2 
(2.3) 
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For each subset J of C denote by G, ( 2 B) the parabolic subgroup ofG 
corresponding to J [3]. View G as a normal subgroup ofAut(G) and let 
GO be the normal subgroup ofAut(G) generated by G together with all the 
diagonal nd field automorphisms of G. Each element 0 of Aut(G) can be 
expressed in the form 
9 = idfg (2.4) 
with i, d, f, and g being inner, diagonal, field, and graph automorphisms, 
respectively. A mapping $ from Aut(G) into the symmetric group on C 
defined by8 I-+ gz is a homomorphism having the kernel GO. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let G, A, and C be as stated above. Let F be a subgroup of
Aut(G) containing G and assume that F acts faithfully andprimitively on a 
finite s t Q. If the stabilizer G, of a point xE G is a parabolic subgroup of 
G which contains B,then G, = G, for some maximal $(F)-invariant subset J 
of z. 
Proof: By the assumption, G, = G, for some subset J of Z. Let 0= idfg 
be any element of F,X expressed in the form as stated in(2.4). Since 
F,I>G.=G,>B, (G,)i=(G,)‘dfR’~‘~B(d/k)~‘=B and hence (G,)‘= 
(G,)‘dfi’-’ = G, by[3, Theorem 8.3.31. It follows that iE G, and dfgE F,. 
Hence F, = G,A, where A= (dfg 1dfg E F,). As F, is a maximal subgroup 
of F, G, is a maximal A-invariant subgroup ofG. Since all diagonal nd 
field automorphisms leave ach parabolic subgroup which contains B 
invariant, G, must be a maximal $(A)-invariant parabolic subgroup ofG. 
As $(A) =IC/(F), thelemma holds. 
Let p be a prime and s a positive nteger. A prime uis aid to be a prime 
p-primitive d isor ofps - 1 if u1 p’ - 1 but u[p’ - 1 for all integers i with 
1 < i < s. In [ 161 Zsigmondy proved that aprime p-primitive d isor exists 
unless either (i) s= 6 and p = 2 or (ii) n =2 and p is a Mersenne prime. 
DEFINITION 2.6. Let G = G(q) be a group of Lie type of characteristic p 
associated with aroot system A.We define a positive nteger v = v(A) as 
follows: 
Type of A v(A) 
A, I+ 1 
B, C, 2D, 21 
D, 21-2 
2A21 2A2/+ I 41+2 
Type of A v(A 1 
G, ‘(32 6 
F4 E, ‘0, 2F4 12 
E, ‘E, 18 
43 30 
‘B2 4 
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Furthermore denote by ,4.,,, the set of all prime p-primitive d isors f 
p”” - 1, where v= v(d) and p’ = q. Note that u1 [G(q)1 for each UE A, and 
that w[ [G(q)/ for any prime p-primitive d isor w of pV - 1, where pis an 
integer greater than cv. (See [6, Table 2.41.) 
LEMMA 2.7. Let G, p, v and Ao be as stated above. If M is an arbitrary 
proper subgroup of G which contains a Sylow p-subgroup ofG, then the 
following hold. 
(i) If A,#@, then ullMI for any UEA,. 
(ii) If A, = r$, then either q”= 26 or G = A,(p), where p is a Mersenne 
prime. 
Proof By (1.6) of[13, 1.63 it suffices to consider the case that M is a 
maximal parabolic subgroup of G. If A, = 0, then by Zsigmondy’s 
theorem [16] we have (ii). If A, # 0, then it is easy to check that U! IMI 
for any u E A, (cf. [3, Theorem 85.21). 
In Section 4 we will use Kantor’s result [lo] on primitive permutation 
groups in the following special form. 
LEMMA 2.8 (W. M. Kantor [lo]). Let F be a primitive permutation 
group on a set 52 of odd degree having a normal subgroup G isomorphic to 
a simple group of Lie type of odd characteristic p. SetM= G,Y for some 
x E Q. Then A, # 0 and ul IMI for all uE A, except in the following cases: 
A,(q) 4w - 1~2x3 q= +3(mod 8) 
A,(q) 4(4* - 1~243 q- f7(mod 16) 
A,(q) 4(4 - 1 P q = - l(mod 4) 
R,(P) p8(p2- l)(p”- l)(p”- 1)/210345.7 q=p= f3(mod 8) 
D,(P) p12(p2-1)(p4-1)2(p6-1)/21235527(4,p-l) q=p= +3(mod8) 
D,(P) p12(p2-l)(p4-1)2(p6-1)/2123~7(4,p-1) q=p-+3(mod8) 
G,(q) q8(q8 - 1 J/2 q- -l(mod4) 
G,(P) p6(p2 - 1 )( p6 - 1 )/263 .7 q=pf f3(mod 8) 
G,(P) p”( p2 - 1 )( p6 - 1 )/26387 q=p- f3(mod 8) 
Remark. In the case G = D,(p) we have v = v(D4) =6 and 
IMJ = IGl/lsZl = 21235527 or 2123. 7 Hence, if u1 /MI for some u E A,, then 
u # 3,5 by the definition of A,. Therefore A, = { 7) in this case. 
LEMMA 2.10 (W. M. Kantor [lo]). Let F be a primitive permutation 
group on u set 52 of odd degree having anormal subgroup G. Assume that G
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is isomorphic to agroup of Lie type of odd characteristic p associated with 
a root system A. Set M= G, for some x E Q and let C = {r,, .. r,} be the 
set of all fundamental roots for A. If M contains a Sylow p-subgroup ofG, 
then one of the following holds. (See (2.3)) 
(i) G=A,(q) and M=G,, where J=Z- {r;}, 1 <i<I, and 
(‘+‘)- 1 (mod2). 
(ii) G=A,(q) and M=G,, where J=C- (ri,r,} (i#j) and 
i+j=l+ 1. 
(iii) G=E,(q)andM=G,, where J=C-{i} andiE{l,6}. 
Proof By using a result ofKantor [lo, Lemma 2.31 together with 
Lemma 2.5, we can verify the assertion. 
LEMMA 2.11. Let p be a prime and let nand c be integers such that nE N 
and Icl<p”. Zf J-EN, then (i) c= +2, (ii)p=2, 
c= -3.2”-‘fl, andn>3, or (iii)p=2, c=7, andn=3. 
Proof. Set z = Jm. Clearly z 32. Since z2 =p2n + cp” + 1 < 
2pzn -p” + 1 < 2pZn, we have 26z-~&‘p”. 
First uppose p >2. As p”(p” + c) = (z - l)(z + 1) and pJ(z - 1, z+ 1) = 
(z-1,2), z-E=tp”, where&=1 or -1 and tEN. By the first paragraph, 
t=l. Hencep”(p”+c)=(p”+s+l) andso c=2s~(f2}. 
Next suppose p = 2. As z is odd, (z - 1, z + 1) = 2. Hence 2(z -E) =t2” 
for some teN and EE{&~}. As z<$?p”, t63. If t=3, then 
(2~2”)(2(2”+~))=(2~-2)(2~+2)=(3.2”+2~-2)(3.2”+2~+2) and so 
~=5.2”-~+3~<2”--1. Hence (iii) holds unless c# -2. If t=2, then 
(2.2”)(2(2”+~))=(2.2”+2&--2)(2.2”+2~+2). Hence c= .sand (i) 
follows. If t = 1, then (2.2”)(2(2” + c))=(2” +2s - 2)(2” + 2s + 2). Hence 
c = - 3 . 2”-2 +E. Assume c# - 2. Then n > 3 and ICI <2” and (ii) follows. 
3. A MINIMAL NORMAL SUBGROUP 
In the rest of the paper n= ~(9, 9’) is an affine plane of order n which 
admits a collineation gr up F primitive on the set of afftne points 9. 
Further, assume the following. 
HYPOTHESIS 3.0. F contains onontrivial perspectivities. 
In this ection we consider a minimal normal subgroup ofF and show 
that it must be a nonabelian simple group. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let G be a minimal normal subgroup of F. Then 
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(i) IS(G) n/,I # 1 and G is transitive on 9. 
(ii) G=M, x . . . x M, for some isomorphic nonabelian simple groups 
M,‘s. 
(iii) n = m2 for some odd integer m > 1 and 9(t) is a subplane ofz* 
of order m for any involution t E G. 
(iv) There xists a point PE I, such that G, is a proper subgroup of
G of index less than . 
Proof: By [ 15, Theorem 8.81, G is transitive on .P. Furthermore, we 
have IF(G) n1,/Z 1 for otherwise s(G) n 1, c 9(F) n 1, # @ as G 4 F, 
contrary tothe primitivity of F on 8. From this, together with [S, 
Theorem 9.1 and Lemmas 15.1, 5.33, (ii) follows. By Baer’s theorem and 
Hypothesis 3.0, (iii) holds. 
Since G contains no perspectivities, ther  exists a point P on 1, not fixed 
by G. Set N=G,. Clearly IG : Nl < /l,/ = n + 1. As IF(G) n l,l # 1, 
IG : Nl # n. If IG : Nl = n + 1, then G is transitive on 2 and so contains a 
nontrivial perspectivity by [14], contrary toHypothesis 3.0. Thus (iv) 
holds. 
LEMMA 3.2. Assume r Z 2 and set M = M, and N = M,. Let P E 9. Then 
the following hold. 
(i) M, is F-conjugate to No for any P and Q in 9. 
(ii) Define @Pi= F((Mi)r) for i= 1 or 2. Then ‘Pi s an L,-invariant 
subplane ofn*, where L, = (M, I 1 <j 6 r, j# i). 
Proof: Since F = G . F, and G D M, there is an element g EF, such that 
Mg = N. Then (Mp)g = (Mn F,)g = Mg n F, = N,. As G is transitive on 
?7’, we can choose an element hE G so that Ph = Q. Hence 
(M,)gh=(Np)h=(NnG,)h=NnGp=N, and (i) holds. 
To show (ii) tsuffices to consider the case i= 1. Set L= L, and Y= ‘Pi. 
Since L centralizes M,, L leaves !Pinvariant. Se  r= Y n 9. Then L 3 N, 
and L leaves r invariant. 
If Irl d4, F(No) n 9 2 S(L) n 9 1 r since Lr< Sym(T) 6Sym(4). 
Hence, by (i), 5(No)n9=4(L)n9=I’. As [L2, No]=1 and 
F(NQ)nB=T, similarly we have 9(L,)nY=T and so P(G)nP= 
9(L,. L) n.Y= r, contrary tothe transitivity of G on 9. Therefore 
iri 2 5. 
Deny (ii). Then, as Irl 25, Tc 1 for some afline line 1 and 1 Y n 1,) < 2. 
Hence R(L) 3 {loo, 1}and L fixes Yn 1, pointwise. By (i), S(L) n 1, = 
%(Np) n 1, = Y n 1,. If IF(L) n l,l = 1, then (F(G) n l,l = 1, contrary 
to Lemma 3.1(i). By the transitivity of G on 9, F(L) n 9 = 0. Hence 
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{I,, 1) c y(L) n 9’ c &. Here y0 is the set of lines through I, n 1. By 
[8, Theorem 4.31, 9(L) n 9 = yO, contrary to Lemma 3.l(iii). 
LEMMA 3.3. Assume r 2 2 and let notations be as defined inLemma 3.2. 
For in { 1,2}, set c4 = { (ri)R 1 gE G}, where Ti = Y, n Y. Then, 
(ii) Zf g, h E G and (ri)K # (T,)h, then (ri)p n (ri)h = 0. 
Proof. In order to show the lemma it suffices to consider the case i= 1. 
Set r-r,, &=&,, M=M,, and L= (M,/2<i<r). 
Since G is transitive on 9,U,-,,.& f, =9. Any element g of G can be 
expressed in the form g = xy, where XE L and y E M. By Lemma 3.2(ii), 
I-” =( Yv, n 9)” = (Y, n P)-” = r? and hence (i) holds. 
In order to show (ii), we may assume g= 1 and h E M. Suppose 
Tn Th#O and let Q~rnr~. Then M, aA4, and A4,> (M,)h=MR, 
where R = Ph. By Lemma 3.2(i), M, M, and M, are F-conjugate. Thus
M, = M, = M, and 9(Mp) = 9(M,) = 9(M,), so we have r= Th. 
LEMMA 3.4. G is a nonabelian simple group and C,(G) = 1. 
Proof: Assume r> 2 and let notations be as defined in Lemmas 3.1-3.3. 
By Lemma 3.3, c% gives a partition of 9 for each ie { 1,2}. Furthermore 
14.1 = IMi : Mi(Ti)l and 141 x Ir,l = 191 =n2. Since CM,, (M,)P] = 1, M, 
leaves riinvariant. Hence, by Lemma 3.3(i), r, n r, # 0 for any r,, Ed2. 
It follows that Ir, I2 I&Z1 = n*/lf,l and so lr,l r21 3 n2. On the other 
hand Y, and Y, are subplanes of X* and therefore I ,/ dn and lr21 <n by 
Bruck’s theorem [7, Theorem 3.71. Thus lr,l= IT21 and Y, and Y2 are 
subplanes of 7c* of order m (= A). In particular (M,), acts emiregularly 
on 9 - Y2 n 9. Further I , n r,l = 1 for any r, E <d2. Therefore M, acts 
on r, as a Frobenius group. This implies that M, is not a simple group (cf. 
[S, Theorem 7.51) acontradiction. If C,(G) # 1, then C,(G) is transitive 
on 9 and hence C,(C,(G)) (2G) is regular on 9, a contradiction. 
By Lemma 3.4, G is a nonabelian simple group and F is isomorphic to 
a subgroup ofAut(G). From the classification of he finite simple groups, 
G is isomorphic to one of the following groups: (i) alternating groups 
Alt(k), (ii) groups of Lie type G(q), (iii) the 26 sporadic simple groups. We
will deal with these cases separately in Sections 46.
4. GROUPS OF LIE TYPE 
Let 7c =n(P, .9), F, G be as defined in Section 3.Let M be the stabilizer 
of an affine point of 7c in G. In this section we assume that G is isomorphic 
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to G(q), a simple group of Lie type associated with a root system A of rank 
1. Let Z and the Dynkin diagram of A be as defined in (2.3). In
Lemmas 4.1-4.4 weconsider the case 2jq. 
LEMMA 4.1. Assume that G is isomorphic to a simple group of Lie type 
of odd characteristic p. Then G” is isomorphic toone of the groups listed in 
(2.9) or Lemma 2.10. 
ProoJ: Assume pj [G : M]. Then G-@ is isomorphic toone of the groups 
listed inLemma 2.10. Assume p1 [G : M] = n2 and n c # 0. Then p 1 n and 
II,1 E 1 (mod p). Hence p[ [G : GQ] for some point Q E I,. 
If G # G,, then by Lemma 2.7, uj lGpl for any u E /1,. Moreover n( (G,I 
by Ostrom-Wagner’s e ult [S, Theorem 4.31. Therefore, foreach u E /i,, 
u[n and so u[n’= [G : M]. Hence one of the cases in (2.9) occurs. 
Now suppose G = G,. Then, by Ostrom-Wagner’s e ult, IG : G,I = n for 
an afline line h through Q. Let X be a maximal subgroup of G containing 
G,. We regard G as a primitive permutation group on the cosets G/X in the 
usual manner. By Lemma 2.8 we may assume that /1 G# 0 and uj / G,I for 
every UE A,, where P E 9. Hence u I [G : G,] = n2 and so u In. Since 
IG: G,]2=n21 IGI and X3G,, [G: X]ln and [G: ,%‘]‘I IGI. On the 
other hand ~1 1x1 as nl 1x1. Therefore we have p.ul/XI, u211Gl 
and [G : X]’ I ICI. Applying these facts to Lemma 2.8, we obtain a
contradiction. 
LEMMA 4.2. (G, M) # (A,(q), A,(q),), where 2Jq and JC Z. 
Prooj Assume G = A,(q) and A4 = G, for some Jc Z. First we show 
that J=C-J,, where J,= {ri} (iE {I, 2, I- 1, /}) or J,= {r,, r,}. 
By Lemma 2.10, this is clear when Id 3. So assume 12 4. There is an 
involution z such that C,(z) involves A,-,(q) (cf. [2, Section 141). As 
13 4, AA,&/) + 0. Let UEA~,~~(~). Note that IA,(q)l,= IA,-,(q)l, as134. 
(Here 1x1 udenotes the maximal power of u dividing the order of X.) By 
Lemma 2.1 (ii), wehave u I [MI. Hence, by Lemma 2.10, J can be expressed 
in the form stated above. 
Next we consider the index of A4 in G. As above n2 = IG : M( = 
IG : G,I = (q’+’ -1)/(4-l), (q’- l)(q’+’ - l)/(q- 1)(q2- l), (132) or 
(q’- l)(q’+ l-l)/(q- l)‘, (122) according asJ,,= {r,}, (ie { 1, Z}), {r.,}, 
(Jo {2,1-l}), or {r,,r,}. Hence n<(q’+‘- l)/(q-1) if la2 and 
n<@ if I= 1. By Lemma 3.l(iii), IG: G,I <n for any PEG,. By [4], 
G, = G for any P E I,, a contradiction. 
LEMMA 4.3. (G, M) f (E,(q), (K,(q)).,), where 2jq and J = {r,), 
ig { 1, 6) (See (2.3).) 
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Proof Suppose false. Then m4 = IG : MI = (qy - l)(q” - l)/(q - 1) 
(s4 - 1) = ((q2 + q + 1 I2 (q6 + q3 + 1 )(q4 - q2 + l)(q2 - q + 1). 
Since q6+q3+ 1 =(q2-q+ l)(q4+q3)+ 1 and q4-q2+ 1 =(q2-q+ 1) 
(q2+q- l)-2(q- l), we have (q6+q3+ 1, q2-q+ l)=(q4-q2+ 1, 
q2-q+l)=l. Hence q2 -q + 1 = h2 for some h E N. However, this is a 
contradiction by Lemma 2.11. 
LEMMA 4.4. Assume IG : MI,, = qh ,for some h E N. Then the ,following 
hold. 
(i) [f 2jh, then q- 1 (mod 16). 
(ii) Zf 2 1 b hut 4ib, then q = 1 (mod 8). 
Proof: Set q =p’. By Lemma 3.1 (iii), 4Jm E N. Hence bc/4 E N. If 
4[b, then 2 1 c and so q = 1 (mod) 8). Thus (ii) holds. Moreover, if2]b, then 
4 I c and (i) holds. 
LEMMA 4.5. G,” is isomorphic tonone of the groups listed in (2.9). 
Proof By Lemma 4.4, it suffices to consider the case that G = D,(p). As 
4m~N, p#3. We note that (p- l)(p+ l)(p’-p+ l)(p2+p+ I)= 
p6- 11 ICI and that IMl = lGl/lPpl = 2’235527 or 2123 .7. Clearly 
(p2+&p+1,p+&) = (p2+&p+1,2) = 1, (p2+~p+1,p2+1) = 1 and 
(p’+cp+l,p-&)=(3,p-6) for any cE{*l). Since n,=(7) (See 
Remark after (2.9).), one of the following holds: (a) 3I p + 1 and 
(p2+p+1,2~3~5~7)=1.(b)3~p-1andp2-p+1=7’forsomet~~.If 
(a) occurs, then 4Jm~ N, contrary to Lemma 2.11. By [12], 
(b) does not occur. 
By Lemmas 4.14.5, we have 
LEMMA 4.6. G is not isomorphic to any simple group qf Lie type of odd 
characteristic. 
We now conider the case that p= 2. By [ 10, Lemma 2.31, together with 
Lemma 2.5, we have the following result. 
LEMMA 4.7. Assume that G is isomorphic to a simple group of Lie type 
of characteristic 2 and let M be the stabilizer of a point PE 9 in G. Then 
M= G, is isomorphic to a maximal parabolic subgroup except in the 
following cases. 
(i) G=A,(q), J=C-{ r,, r,}, (i<j, i+j=l+ 1). 
(ii) G = C,(q), J= 0. 
(iii) G=D,(q), J=Z- {r, ,, r,}. 
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(iv) G=D,(q), J= {r,}, {r , r3}, {r,, r }, or{rl, r3  r4}. 
(~1 G=Fdq), J= {r,, r4} or {r2, r3>. 
(vi) G=&(q), J=C- {r,}, C- {r4}, C- (r3, r,}, or C- {r,, r6}. 
LEMMA 4.8. Under the hypothesis in Lemma 4.7, one of the following 
holds. 
(i) G=A,(q)andJ=C-{ri},iE{1,2,f-l,I}orJ=C-{r,,r,}. 
(ii) G=C,(q), (Ia2)andJ=Z-{r,} orG=C,(q)andJ=@. 
(iii) G=D,(q), (1>4) and J=Z-{r,} or G=D,(q) and 
J=Z’-- {ri} (iE {3,4}). 
(iv) G= *A,(q) and J=Z- {rl} or G= *A3(q) and J=C- {r2}. 
(v) G= *D,(q) and J=Z- {r,}. 
(vi) G = F,(q). 
(vii) G= *E,(q) and J=C- {r,}. 
(viii) G=E,(q) and J=C- {r,}, 1 diQ6, iZ4. 
(ix) G=&(q) and J=C- {rl}. 
(x) G=E,(q) and J=C- {rs}. 
(xi) G=G,(q) and J=E- {r,}, 1 di62. 
(xii) G = 3D4(q), *F4(q) or ‘B2(q). 
ProoJ: Deny (xi) and (xii). Choosing asuitable involution z of G, C,(z) 
involves a group X isomorphic toa group of Lie type. The possibilities are 
listed below. (See [11.) 
G x G x 
A,(q) A,- 2(q) E,(q) A,(q) 
2A,(q) 2A, .- z(q) E,(q) D,(q) 
C,(q) C,-*(q) E,(q) E,(q) 
D,(q) D,- l(q) *&i(q) ‘D,(q) 
2D,(q) 2D,~ l(q) F,(q) C,(q) 
Let G be one of the groups above except in the following: 
(a) A,(4), (b) A,(2), (cl A,(q) for I< 3, (d) 2A,(2), (e) *A,(2), 
(f) 2A,(q) for 16 3, (g) C,(2), (h) C,(q) for I< 3, (i) D,(2), 
(j) 2D4(2)T 6) G(2), (1) F4(2). 
Applying Lemma 2,7(ii) to X, we can verify that A,# 0 and 1x1, = ICI, 
for any u~/i,. By Lemma2.l(ii), IGI.]MI/(X(*EN. Hence u((M( and so 
the assertion f llows from Lemma 4.7. 
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On the other hand if (c), (f), or (h) occurs, wehave (i), (iv), or(ii), 
respectively. Each ofthe remaining cases we can verify the following: 
A,(4)> 2A4(2), ‘A,(2), C,(2) A,= {ll}, ll’JIG1 
A,@), ~,(2), 2~4(2) A, = { 17}, 17’jlGI 
&A2)? F‘l;,(2) A, = { 13}, 132J1GI 
Let G be one of these and put A,= {u}. By Lemma 2.7(i), u 1 IG : Ml. 
Hence u4 1 IG : MI by Lemma 3.1 (iii). In particular 4 1 ICI, a contradiction. 
LEMMA 4.9. G is not isomorphic toany simple group of Lie type of 
characteristic 2. 
Proof: In each case in Lemma 4.8 we can calculate /G :MI. If G is 
isomorphic to aclassical group, then the possibilities for G and [G : M] 
are as follows: 
G [G:M] 
4 I+‘-1 A,(q) ~ 
(q’-l)(q’+‘-1) (ql-l)(q’+‘-1) 
q-l ’ (4- wq2- 1) ’ (4- II2 
C,(q) 53 (1321, ‘“‘;ql”:;*- l) (I= 2) 
D,(q) 






‘q;5~l;(5~)“w~? (q(qm l)(q+ 1) @to 
(q3+ 1Nq2- 1) 
q+l 
(q’-. ’ - l)(q’+ 1)
q-1 
It is easy to check that in each case dm is less than the minimal 
degree of G by the results of [4]. Since ,/m = n < II, 1, G= G, for 
any PEI,, a contradiction. 
In each of the remaining cases we can check by Lemma4.7 that 
[G : M] = (q2’ +cq’+ 1)k for suitable t, c, and k such that t, ks N, 
ce{fl,O} and (q”+cq’+l,k)=l: 
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G [G:M] qzr + cq’ + 1 
F,(q) 
(q4+ l)(q12- 1) (q6- l)(q4+ 1)(q12- 1) 
q-l ’ (4 - 1 J2 




(4- l)(q+ 1) 
q6+ 1 
&i(q) 
(q9- l)(q12- 1) (q6- 1)(4X- 1)(q9- l)(q’2- 1)
(4 - 1 )(q4 - 1) ’ (q- l)(q2- lNq3- l)(q4- 1) ’ 
1 (q8 - 1 )(q9 q6+ - 1 kt2 - 1) 
(4- l)(q3- l)(q4- 1) 
E,(q) 
(q’2- l)(q’4- l)(q’8- 1)
(4- l)(q4- l)(@- 1) 
E,(q) 
(q20- 1)(qZ4- l)(qjO- 1)
(4-ll)(q6- lw”- 1) 
G,(q) - q6- 
1 
q-1 
3D4(q) (cl+ W2+q6+ 1) 
2F4(q) (q+1)2(q2+l)(q2-q+l)(q4-q3+1) 
(q+ w2+ lj2 (q2-q+l)(q4-q2+ 1)




q6 + q3 + 1 
q4 - q2 + 1 
q2+ 1 
Since (q2’ + cq’ + 1)k = [G : M] = n2 and (q” + cq’ + 1, k) = 1, 
Jm must be an integer. By Lemma 2.11, this is a contradiction. 
Thus we have the lemma. 
5. ALTERNATING GROUPS 
In this section we assume that G is isomorphic to Alt(Q), the alternating 
group on a finite set Q with delements. By Lemma 3.l(iii)(iv), d> 18. 
Let M be the stabilizer of an afline point of rc(P, 9). By [lo, 
Theorem C], one of the following occurs: 
(i) A4 is the global stabilizer of a subset A of R such that 
1 drd JAI d ISZIP. 
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(ii) M is the global stabilizer of a partition a = {A, 11 < i < I} of 52 
into subsets A, of size k, where 2<k < d = kl. 
LEMMA 5.1. Assume (i). Then n’=(f) and n=(d-4)!.8.{(;).3+ 
(;)(;)+(;).3}/r!s!. 
Proof If r = 1, then Gli” = Alt(Y) and d= n2. Hence G contains an
involution t such that IF(t) n 81 = n2 - 4 > n, a contratiction. Thus r >2. 
Set T=sZ-A and s=lrl. As dk18, ~29. Since Mr=(G(A))r= 
Sym(T) and (M,)“ =Alt(A), wehave /MI = JMrl xlMrl =s! .r!/2. From 
this n* = IG : MI = (d!/2)/(r!s!/2) = (f).Let z be an involution of M such 
that zR= (c$)(yS) forsome ~1, p, y, 6~r. Set A,,= {a, j?, y, S}, r,=t2- A, 
and H= C,(z). Then Hro = Sym(T,), (HrO)do N Z, x Z,. Hence ICY,(z)/ = 
(d-4)!x4. On the other hand Iz”nMI=(/;).3+(;)(;)+(;).3. Here 
(;)=O when r<3. Hence, by Lemma2.l(i), n= IF(z)nP)I =4(d-4)! 
{(~)~3+(;)(~)+(~).3}/(r!s!/l). Thus the lemma holds. 
LEMMA 5.2. The case (i) does not occur. 
Proof: Suppose false. First we show that r >4. If r =2, then 
n’=d(d-1)/2 and n=2+(d-4)(d-5)/2 by Lemma5.1. Hence 
(d-5)*/2<n<n2<d2/2 and so (d-5)2/2<d/&, contrary to d>18. If 
r = 3, similarly we have (d-6)3/6 <n < n2 < d3/6, a contradiction. Thus 
r > 4. 
Since (f)=n’ > {(d - 4)!8.3(;)/r!s! >’ = (d;4)2, (“;“) < (f)/(“;“) = 
[d(d - l)(d - 2)(d - 3)]/[(d - r)(d - r - l)(d- r - 2)(d - 
r - 3)] d [d(d - l)(d - 2)(d - 3)]/[(d/2)(d/2 - l)(d/2 - 2)(d/2 - 3)] 
= 16 x [(d - l)(d - 3)]/[(d - 4)(d - 6)] < 64. However, asd> 18 
and ra4, (d;4)>(d;4)>(:4)>64. This isa contradiction. 
LEMMA 5.3. Assume (ii). Then n* = (lk)!/(l!(k!)‘}, n = [(d- l)(d- 2) 
(d-3)]/[(k-l)(fk*-(I+4)k+6)] andk>4, 125. 
Proof Set H = G, and K, = MA, v v d, (1 < i < I), the pointwise stabi- 
lizer of A, u . . n A,. Clearly K,= 1. Since M/H N Sym(B) and 
H/K, =Sym(A,), Ki-,/K,=Sym(A,) (2<i<f-l), K,-,/K,=Alt(A,), we 
have IMI = l!(k!)“k!/2 and so n* = (Ik)!/{l!(k!)‘}. 
Let z be an element ofM such that zR = (a/~!)($) for some TV, /I, y, 6E a. 
We have IC,(z)l = 4x (d- 4)! by a similar argument asin the proof of 
Lemma 5.1. 
Assume k = 2. Then IzG n MI = (k) +2(i). Hence, by Lemma 2.1(i), 
n= 19(z)n91 = [(21- 4)! x 4 x {(i) + 2(:)}(/[(1!/2)2’] = [(21- 4)! 
x 121(1 - I)]/Z!2’ = (21)!/1!2’ x 3/(21 - 1)(21 - 3). On the other hand 
n2= (21)!/1!2’and so {(21- 1)(21-3)/3}2 = {((21)!/1!2’)/n}2 = (21)!/1!2’ = 
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(I+ 1)/2x ... x2112. From this, 1~3, contrary to the fact that n= kl> 18. 
Thus k 2 3. 
As ka3, zf=l for any z,~z”nM. Hence IzGnMI=1(z)x3+(:)(‘;)* 
and so n= lF(z)n.Y,l = [4(d - 4)!{31($) + (i)(t)2}/(Z!/2)(k!)‘. Here 
(:)=O when k=3. Hence n=n2/lF(z)nY)I=[Zk(lk - l)(lk - 2) 
(Ik - 3)]/lk(k - l)(k - 2)(k -3) + 1(1 -)k2(k -l)“] = [(lk - 1) 
(Zk - 2)(lk -3)]/[(k - l)(Zk* - (I + 4)k + 6)]. 
Assume k = 3. Then n* = (31)!/1! 6’ and n = [S x (31- 4)! 9( :)I//! 6’ =
(31)!/1!6’ x 4/(31 - 1)(31 - 2) and so (so((31 - 1)(31 - 2)/4}* = 
(((3f)!/l!6’)/n)’ = (31)!/1!6’ = ((I + 1)/6 x (I + 2)/6x ...21/6) x (21 + 1) 
(21 + 2). . (31) > { (31- I)(31 - 2)/4}2, a contradiction. Thus k 2 4. 
Assume 1=2. Then n = [(2k -1)(2k - 2)(2k - 3)]/[(k - 1)(2k2 - 
6k + 6)] < 22[k2 - 4k + 2]/[k2 - 3k + 31 < 4, a contradiction. 
Assume 1=3. Then n= [(3k - 1)(3k - 2)(3k - 3)]/[(k - 1)(3k2 - 7k 
+ 6)] = [3(9k2 - 9k + 2)]/[3k2 - 7k + 6]< 16. By Lemma3.l(iii), 
J n E N and so n < 9. If n= 9, then k= $, a contradiction. Hence n< 8. But 
it is known that every affine plane of order at most 8 is desarguesian. 
Assume 1=4. Then, n= [(4k - 1)(4k -2)(4k - 3)]/[(k - 1)(4k* - 8k 
+ 6)l. Since (k- 1,4k-3) = 1, k- ll(4k- 1)(4k-2) = (k- 1) 
(16k+4)+6. Therefore k-1=3 or 6 as k>4 and n=(5.7.13)/19 or 
(3352. 13)/(2 .73), respectively. This isacontradiction. 
LEMMA 5.4. The case (ii) does not occur. 
Proof Suppose false. By Lemma 5.3, ([(d - l)(d -2)(d - 3)]/[(k - 1) 
(lk’ - (1 + 4)k + 6)]}*=n2= (kl)!/l!(k!)’ > l/1! x [k! .kk(2k)k ... 
((I - l)kk]/(k!)l= ((I- l)!)kP’/l~ (kk)‘-‘/(k!)‘-I. Sincekk-‘>,k! and 
(I--1)!ag13 for k34 and 1~5, we have ((d -l)(d - 2)(d - 3))*> 
1/1x ($13)kp1k’p’(k - 1)2 (lk2 - (1 + 4)k + 6)> (+)3Z8k4 .k’x 
[(k - 1)2 (Ik2 - (l+4)k + 6)1/k’> ($$)3d612. [(k - 1)2 (5k* - 9k + 
6)1/k’ > ( $&)3d6 .25 .20 >d6, a contradiction. 
By Lemmas 5.2 and 5.4, we have 
LEMMA 5.5. G is not isomorphic to any alternating group of degree at 
least 5. 
6. SPORADIC SIMPLE GROUPS 
In this ection we consider the case that G is isomorphic to one of the 
26 sporadic simple groups (cf. [6, Chapter 23). Let S be a Sylow 2-sub- 
group of G and z an involution of Z(S). Let p0 be a maximal prime 
dividing 1GI. Set rcO = F(z), A= non I, and r= I, - A. By Lemma 3.l(iii), 
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) G : Ml = n2 = m4 for some odd integer m 2 1. Hence, it &ices to consider 
the following cases. (cf. [6, Table 2.41) 
(i) G=Ly, m13.5, ISI =28, p,,=67. 
(ii) G=.l, ~113~5, ISI =2*‘, p,,=23. 
(iii) G = M(22), mI 32, ISI =217, p0 = 13. 
(iv) G=M(23), m133, ISI =2”, p0=23. 
(v) G=M(24)‘, m134, IS/ =22’, p0=29. 
(vi) G=F,, ~13~5, ISI =24’, pO=47. 
(vii) G=F,, m132, ISI =215, pO=31. 
(viii) G=F,, ml3.5, IS(=2’4,pO=19. 
(ix) G=F,, ml3’5*7, ISI =246, pO=71. 
LEMMA 6.1. (i) If p is a prime andp( ICI, then p<m*. 
(ii) ISI (m+ l)!(m- 1). 
(iii) rf&+!N, then (S((2(m-l)3. 
Proof: Since G acts faithfully on I,, (i) holds and (iii) follows 
immediately from Lemma 2.2. Set T= S,. Since T contains no nontrivial 
perspectivities, T is semiregular on I’. Hence I TI 1 (rl =m(m - 1) and so 
ITjIm-1. Clearly S/T-S*<Sym(d). Thus ISl=ITlIS/T/)(m-1). 
(m + l)!. Thus (ii) holds. 
By using Lemma 6.1 together with (it(ix) asabove, we have 
LEMMA 6.2. One of the following holds. 
(G,m)=(1W24)',3~),(F,,3~),(F,3~5~), or (Fl,3452). 
LEMMA 6.3. Let T( # 1) be a 2-subgroup f S and set Y= F(T) n I,. If 
l!Pl>~‘%+l, then ITIIm-1. 
Proof: Let t be an involution of Z(T) and set 7cl = F(t), d, = n’ n I, 
and rl=foo-Al. Then jA,l=m+l and A,z!P. Let u be an arbitrary 
involution of T. Then, as zP is a coilineation of xl such that F(u”‘) 3 Y, 
R(U) n I, = A,. Therefore T is semiregular on I-. Thus I TI 1 m2 -m = 
m(m - 1) and the lemma holds. 
LEMMA 6.4. (G, m) # (M(24)‘, 34), (F,, 34). 
Proof: Suppose false. As 34 + 1 E 2 + 16 (mod 32), there xists an
S-invariant subset /iof A such that In) = 16. Set T= S,. Then I TI 3 26 
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since IS/ >22’ and S/T N S” < Sym(n) ‘v Sym( 16). By Lemma 6.3, 
1 TI 1 m - 1 = 34 - 1 = 245, acontradiction. 
LEMMA 6.5. Let T (# 1) be a 2-subgroup of S such that 9(T) is a 
subplane of7~. If J&E N and4,,/&$N, then ITlI(fi-l)(m-1). 
Proof. Let t be an involution of Z(T) and set rc, = F(t) and K= T,,. 
Then rci s a subplane ofz of order m. Since K is semiregular on 
1m-~,“lm, /K1/m2-m=m(m-l)andso IKIIm-l.Letu~T--Ksuch 
that u2 E K. Then zP is a collineation of 7ciof order 2and 9((u) K) is a 
subplane rrn2 ofrri of order &. Since “fi$N and F((u)K)xF(T), 
9(T) is a subplane ofzn, of order &. Therefore F( (u) K) = 9( T). 
From this T”’ 1: T/K is semiregular on rr, n 1, -7~~ n1, and so 
IT/KIIm-A=&(&-1). Thus ITI=lKl.lT/KII(m-1)(&-l). 
LEMMA 6.6. (G, m) # (F2, 3252), (F,, 3452). 
Proof Since II, I= 2 (mod 4), there exists a ubgroup W of S such that 
IS: WI<2 and 19(W)nl,Ia2. Let PEF(W)nY and Q,,Q,E 
a(W) n /,(Qi #Q2). Let w be an involution of Z(W). Set rcn, = F(w) 3 
(P, Qi, Q2}. Assume m=3252 or 3452. Then 26jl(7ri nPQ;)- {P, Qi}l for 
ie { 1,2}. Hence we can choose Pi E rci n PQi- {P, Qi> so that 
1 W: W,,I <25 for each iE (1, 2). Set T= W,,,,,. Then I W: TI g21°. 
Furthermore T satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 6.5. From this 
ITlI(&-l)(m-1) and so IT1626. Thus IS(=IS: WJ lW:T/ ITId 
2 .2”. 26 = 217, a contradiction. 
We have proved the following. 
LEMMA 6.7. G is not isomorphic to any sporadic simple group. 
Remark. In this ection we only used the assumption that G is transi- 
tive on 9 and has no involutory perspectivities. Henc  we have practically 
shown the following fact. 
PROPOSITION 6.8. If an affine plane of odd order admits a point ransitive 
coliineation gr up isomorphic to one of the 26 sporadic simple groups, then 
the group contains aninvolutory perspectivity. 
By Lemmas 4.6, 4.8, 5.5, 6.7, we have acontradiction. This implies that 
the group F contains a nontrivial perspectivity. Thus we have obtained the 
following. 
THEOREM 2. A point primitive collineation gr up of a finite affine plane 
contains a nontrivial perspectivity. 
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Proof of Theorem 1. By Theorem 2 above, together with [S, 
Corollary 15.1.11, we have Theorem 1. 
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